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A study of the reproductive ecology and brood food 
habits of sharp-tail grouse (Pedioecates phaslanel.lus jamesi 
Lincoln) was conducted in southwestern North Dakota during 
1967 and 1968. A qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
the nest and brooding cover selected by the female was made to 
determine the effect of intensive grazing. Radio telemetry 
was utilized to monitor dispersals of 13 females from three 
dancing grounds; eight nests were located. Nest sites were 
selected in areas of moderate grazing with residual vegeta­
tion , or in non-use areas associated with intensive grazing' 
and land-use. Deferred grazing on native range was important 
in providing nesting habitat. Important species at nest sites 
included little bluestern (Andropogon scoparius), crested 
wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum), needle-and-thread (Stipa 
comat a) , green needle (S. viridula) , and slender wheatgra-ss 
(A. trachycaulum). Five hens with broods were serai- 
continuously radio-tracked for movement and cover selection. 
Idle (non-use) grassland, mesic swales, and brushy areas 
were used extensively by broods. Agricultural practices 
(haying and grazing) also influenced brood location. The 
examination of 5Q crops and 53 gizzards from 56 immature 
sharptails indicated that beetles (Coleoptera), short-horned 
grasshoppers (Locustidae), and goatsbeard (Tragopogon dubius)
xi
were important animal and vegetable food items. The per­
centage of animal foods taken declined between 7 and 11 
weeks of age. A correlation between hae availability of 
animal food and brood habitat selection was not observed.
Xll
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 1,100,000 acres, under the administra­
tion of the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Manage­
ment, are located in southwestern North Dakota. The majority 
of these are within the Little Missouri River National Grass­
lands of the Custer National Forest. The multiple-use con­
cept provides for the management of game population, includ­
ing the sharp-tailed grouse (Pedioecetes phasianellus jamesi 
Lincoln) . auwcVd, the basic nabitat requiremen ts of this 
species during the reproductive season have not been deter­
mined. Therefore, this study was initiated, under a cooper­
ative agreement between the North Dakota Game and Fish 
Department, the U.S. Forest Service, and the University of 
North Dakota, to investigate these characteristics of sharp­
tailed grouse in order to provide a basis for further study 
and management.
The primary objectives were (1) to observe the dis­
persal of sharptail hens from breeding grounds to nesting 
areas, (2) to ascertain the quality and quantity of selected 
nesting and brooding cover, and (3) to determine the influ­
ence of intensive grazing management (rotation grazing) on 
grouse habitat and populations. Secondary aspects included 
(1) investigation of the food hab? ts of immature sharp- 
tails, (2) correlating them with availability of food items
1
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in different brood-cover types, and (3) definition of home 
range and daily movement patterns of sharp-tail broods.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
Location
The study area is northeast of Gorham and west of 
Fairfield in northern Billings County, North Dakota (Fig, 1), 
It is located in T. 143N., R. 99W., Sec. 16-21 and 28-33;
T. 143N., R. 100W., Sec. 13, 24, 25, and 36, and is bordered 
on the east by U.S. Highway 85? on the west by the Badlands.
It comprises approximately 10,240 acres, more than half of 
which is under U.S. Forest Service administration, with great­
er than 2,960 acres comprising the Fairfield common or com­
munity pasture (Fig. 2). The pasture is a cattle allotment 
with a preference obligation of 212 animal units or 1,484 
animal unit months (aum) for a seven month grazing season.
This is a reduction of 19 head (133 aum) due to a February 
28, 1967, revision of stocking rates. The Fairfield pasture 
is divided into two units: (1) approximately 391 acres of 
crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum) grazed 1 May to 15 
June, or whenever the U.S. Forest Service has determined 
proper use; and (2) over 2,500 acres of native prairie range, 
utilized from approximately 15 June through 30 November,
Climate
The climate of southwestern North Dakota is semiarid 
and continental, and is characterized by long, cold winters 
and short, warm summers. Mean January temperatures at Fair-
3
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field range from 13-15 F; those of July from 68—70 F. Pre­
cipitation is generally less than 16 inches; approximately 
75 per cent occurs between 1 April and 30 September (Edwards 
and Ableiter, 1944). There is considerable variance, with 
precipitation in May, June, and July comprising approximately 
50 per cent of the annual total (U.S. Department of Commerce,
«KbT
Weather Bureau, 1968). The average frost-free period is 20 
May to 14 September (117 days). Snowfall is irregular and 
the ground frequently remains bare throughout the winter 
season (Edwards and Ableiter, 1944). Severe ice and snow 
storms occurred during mid-April to mid-May, 1967, resulting 
in approximately 26 inches of snow. Near normal rainfall in 
June of 1967 and 1968 resulted in 3.07 and 3.58 inches of 
precipitation, respectively. Temperatures during the study 
approximated normal readings.
Geology and soils
The southwestern corner of North Dakota lies within 
the unglaciated Missouri Plateau section of the Great Plains 
Province of the Interior Plains physiographic region (Fenneman, 
1931), The surface is characterized by smooth to rolling 
uplands and areas of indurated sandstone, and by Badlands 
geologic features. A well-developed drainage is afforded by 
draws and creeks of the Little Missouri River system which 
flows to the northwest (Leonard, 1919).
The exposed strata are of the Tongue River Formation 
of the Fort Union Group of the Tertiary period (Kainer, 1956) .
7
Characteristic of the rolling upland plains, elevation 
ranges from approximately 2,290 feet to 3,028 feet above 
sea level {Melc.ahl, 1956).
The soils of the study area have developed in a 
semiarid climate under a combination of short or mixed 
grasses. They have evolved from the soft sandstones, shales, 
and clays of the Tongue River formation and exhibit the 
characteristics of the chestnut sons unless development has 
been modified by local influences such as steep relief, poor 
drainage, or other factors (Edwards and Ableiter, 1944).
Native vegetation
Dominant species from both the mixed and true prairie 
associations are common in the native grasslands of south­
western North Dakota. Uplands are commonly vegetated by 
needle and thread (Stipa comata) and green needle (S. viridula), 
western wheat-grass (A. smith! 1) , sedges (Carex spp.), blue- 
stem (Andropogon scoparius), june grass (Koeleria cristata), 
blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), side-oats grams (B. curti- 
pendula), fringed sage (Artemisia frigida), (Hanson and 
Whitman, 1938); crested wheatgrass is the principal intro­
duced species.
Brush and trees are confined to draws, creek bottoms, 
and farm plantings. Important woody species are wolfberry 
(Symphoricarpos occidentalis), buffalo berry (Shepherdia 
argentea), Juneberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), chokecherry 
(Prunus virginiana), wild rose (Rosa sp.), green ash
8
(Fraxinus pennaylvanica var. lanceolata), cottonwood 
(Populus deltoides), sumac (Rhus sp.), current (Ribes sp.)/ 
and hawthorn (Crataegus sp.).
Land-use
Since 66.3 per cent of the area is grassland (Table 
1) the remaining 33.7 per cent is cultivated for the pro­
duction of small grains (15.3 per cent), introduced pasture 
grasses (8.2 per cent), and forage crops (10.2 per cent).
The principal cash crop is wheat,- barley and oats are also 
important as feed grains. The cow-calf grazing system is 
used to raise beef animals, increasing the demand for forage. 
Some corn is grown for silage; hay and alfalfa are utilized 
more extensively than native grasses.
The crested whe-fgrass unit of the Fairfield common 
pasture was fenced in October, 1964, as a separate grazing 
area to reverse downward trends of vegetation and soil 
conditions (Fig. 3' and alleviate early season grazing on 
the native range. A modified deferred rotation grazing pro­
gram has been proposed. Under this plan, the native range 
would be fenced into two or more pastures which would be 
grazed alternately, essentially without resting. Cattle use 
of the Fairfield common pasture since 1953 is presented in 
Table 2. Grazing permits for 1958, 1962, 1967 and 1968
we r e mi n ira,>. 1.
TABLE 1
LAND-USE ON 23,680 ACRES ON AND SURROUNDING GORHAM STUDY AREA, SUMMER, 1968









Wheat 1,940.8 8.2 Native pasture 13,841.7 58.5
Oats 288.1 1.2 Native hay 882.6 3.7
Barley 79.2 0.3 Idle areas 190.4 0.8
Rye 26.4 0.1 Trees 52.6 0.2
Flax 5.4 tr Road ditches 286.0 1.2
Millet 9.1 tr Fence rows 59.2 0.3
Corn 73.9 .3 Farm steads 95.1 0.4
Alfalfa 594.1 2.5 Roads 105.4 0.4
Mixed hay 1,756.5 7.4 Soil bank 110.5 0.5
Crested wheat grass 1,683.8 7.1 Field borders 9.0 tr
Mixed pasture 249.2 1.1 Marsh 16.3 0.1
Summer fallow 1,284.6 5.4 Open water 40.1 0.2
TOTAL 7,991,1 33.7 15,688.9 66.3
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TABLE 2
CATTLE USE, FAIRFIELD COMMON PASTURE, 1953-1!96 8
Tear Ho. A.U.M.a Tear No. A.U.M.
1953b 238 1904 1961 231 1617
1954c 253 1766 1962 195 1365
19 55 231 1617 1963 229 1603
1956 231 1617 196 4 224 1568
1957 222 155 4 1965 229 1603
1958 212 1484 1966 228 1596
19 59 222 1332 1967 212 1484
1960 223 1561 1968 212 1484
aAnimal unit months.
kp-i, rrh +■ mra'7'i p.~r season.
cSeven month grazing season began.
LITERATURE REVIEW
History of sharp-tailed grouse in North Dakota
The original distribution of the plain's sharptail 
included southern Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba; 
Montana, North Dakota, western South Dakota and Nebraska; 
Wyoming, eastern Colorado, northwestern Kansas, and a small 
area of northern New Mexico. The present distribution in­
cludes all of the original range with the exception of 
northwestern Kansas and certain other scattered localities 
(Aldrich, 1963)•
Although early fur-traders in North Dakota left 
few records regarding sharp-tailed grouse, the predominance 
of the species during the exploratory and early settlement 
period has been well documented (Coues, 1874 and 1878; 
Williams, 1926; Larson, 1928; Johnson, 1964). Johnson (1964) 
stated:
One is safe in assuming that the sharptail has been 
in North Dakota for hundreds, maybe thousands, of 
years. Although the sharptail has experienced ups 
and downs in population, the statewide numbers prob- 
are much below those of the years before 1930 as most 
of the old-timers have stated. Sharptail populations 
have been governed by the amount of mixed prairie grasses, 
and the future of the species is in as much jeopardy 
as any of our game birds at this time.
Grouse and grassland management
The importance of good grassland management for both 
wildlife species and domestic animals has been well known for
12
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some time. When grazing and trampling have become excessive, 
maintenance of normal plant cover or climax grassland has 
been impossible (Weaver, 1954}. The decline of sharptails 
and limitations on their distribution as agriculture and 
the intensity of grazing increased has been noted by Brown 
(1963) and Henderson (1964) . When more than 50 per cent 
of an area was cultivated, heavily grazed, or mowed, it 
could no longer support a high grouse population (Janson, 
ca. 1956) . The low population density of sharp-tailed 
grouse on large tracts in Alberta, Canada, has been cor­
related with overgrazing (Evans, 1961). Therefore, reg­
ulation of grazing is an important management criterion for 
sharp-tailed grouse (Hart e t a l ., 1950; Mathisen, 1963; 
Henderson, 1964). Typical sharptail habitat is South Dakota 
consists of 74 per cent grassland, one-third of which is 
overgrazea or mowed, 14 per cent small g r a m s , 3 per cent 
row crops, and 1.5 per cent trees or brush (Janson, 1953). 
Brushy growth or timber apparently is required for optimal 
sharptail habitat, at least in the Lake States (Leopold,
1933) .
Mathisen (1963) recognized that good range management 
is also good grouse management, and Mattson (1963) noted 
that Wisconsin grassland cannot be left undisturbed for long 
periods because of deterioration in the quality of the vege­
tation. The construction of stock dams and fences in the 
grasslands of western South Dakota has resulted in increased 
grazing, reduction of growth of tall grasses, concomitant
14
reduction of grouse (Henderson, 1964).
Brown (1966 a) observed that sharptail females are 
more sensitive to environmental adversity than are the males. 
On breeding areas wxth little residual cover, cocks may 
outnumber hens by a ration of 4:1, whereas hens may outnumber 
by 3:1 v 1 y c - t iV 1ishod breeding grounds or. heavy
standing herbage with good shrub interspersion. Thus, a 
positive relationship exists between the density of residual 
cover, the location, and the perennial distribution of breed­
ing sharp-tailed grouse.
Acreage requirements of sharp-tailed grouse have 
been discussed by Grange (1948) and Ammann (1957). Grange 
reported that the minimum unit of optimal sharptail range 
is 2,000 acres; Ammann, one square mile. This should in­
clude 6 per cent open grasslands for dancing, feeding, and 
loafing; 50 per cent mixed woodland and grassland for 
roosting, nesting, and feeding; and 44 per cent wooded area 
with small grassy openings for winter feeding and roosting, 
and for nesting, brood-rearing and nesting requirements 
are much more limiting than are natural food supplies or 
display grounds. Therefore, the degree of use or non-use 
by cattle which may affect grouse reproduction is uncertain 
(Blus, 1963).
Biotelemetry
Biotelemetry, "the instrumental technique for gain­
ing and transmitting information from a living organism and
15
its environment to a remote observer," (Slater, 1965) has 
emerged during the past decade as a versatile tool for bio­
logic investigations. This enables the ecologist to obtain 
information previously inaccessible, and, in addition, more 
precise data (Adams, 1965). Due to the rapidity with which 
man is changing the environment, it is imperative that geo­
logic data on particular species be obtained far more quickly 
than has previously been possible (Slagle, 1965). Therefore, 
the importance of telemetry as a research tool is paramount.
Early investigations concerned with the incubation 
of penguin eggs were initiated by Busser and Mayer (1957). 
Radio-tracking was applied to wildlife investigations by 
LeMunyon et al., (1959) in the study of the eastern marmot
(Marmota monax). Marshall (1960) developed an improved 
system to trace animal movements, and utilized it to study 
summer activities of porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum),
(Marshall et al., 1962). Subsequently, Cochran and Lord 
(1963) instrumented cottontail rabbits (Sylvilagus fioridanus), 
striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis), raccoons (Procyon lotor), 
and pheasants (Phasianus colchicus). Tester et al., (1964) 
radio-equipped white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), 
reduced transmitter weight, and increased range and battery 
life. These techniques were used by Lord et al., (1962),
Jeter and Marchinton (1964), and Cochran et al., (ca., 1965) 
in tracking mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos), white­
tailed deer, and Canada geese (Branta canadensis), respectively. 
Craighead et al., (1963) and Craighead and Craighead (1965)
conducted extensive bio-teiemetric investigations on grizzly
16
bears in Montana and have improved systems design; thus, 
tney provided greater knowledge of the capabilities and 
advantages of telemetry as a research tool.
Biotelemetry has been utilized in studying homing 
pigeons (Columa livia), (Singer, 1963); woodchucks (Merriam, 
1963); skunks (Verts, 1963); rats (Rattus mulleri, R. sabanus, 
R. jalorensis) ; in Malaya (f'anderson and Sanderson, 196 4) ; 
raccoons (Ellis, 1964); fox (Vulpes vulpes), (Storm, 1965); 
bald eagles (daliaeetus leucocephalus), herring gulls 
(Laras argenta^us), ring-billed gulls (L. delawarensis), 
and bobwhites (Colinus virginianus), (Southern, 1965).
Results of the developmental telemetry with movements, 
activities, and behavior of ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellu.s) 
in Minnesota by Marshall and Kupa (1963) and Marshall (19>65) 
lead to the application of these techniques to upland game 
bird research. Radio-telemetry investigations on prairie 
grouse have been conducted in Kansas (Slade et al., 1965) and 
Montana (Brown, 1965). Cebula (1966) and Viers (1967) uti­
lized the system described by Marshall (1965) to study mobility 
and home range of tne greater prairie chicken (Tympanuchus 
cupido pinnatus) in Kansas. Ring-necked pheasant movements 
have been successfully studied in South Dakota with this 
technique (Kuck, 1966). Slade et al., (1965) studied the
accuracy and reliability of the biotelemetric equipment 
designed by Marshall (1963) and utilized by Cebula (1966). 
Formulae to predict transmitter life and range have been 
provided by Pienkowski (1965). The evolution of miniature
17
transmitters (Ko, 1965) and sophisticated automatic systems 
(Cochran et al., ca. 1965; Patric et al., ca. 1964) have 
been described.
Trapping and marking techniques
According to Brown (1965), the advent of radio- 
telemetry provided a real stimulus for the development of 
sharp-tailed grouse trapping techniques. Several types have 
been used with varying degrees of success to capture prtif'ft 
chickens, sharp-tailed grouse, sage grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus), and Indian, sand grouse (Pterocles exustus 
hIndustan), (Christensen, 1962), i.e., baited walk-in or 
funnel, accidental (lead), drop-net, tip-top, drive, and 
nest traps, and clap, mist, and cannon-nets. Ligon (1946) 
stated that sharp-tailed grouse do not drive well and, there­
fore, drive and accidental (lead) traps are generally not 
successful. Winter trapping of prairie chickens and sharp- 
tails at feeding stations have been described by Yeatter 
(1943) , Newman (1951) , Peterle (1956) , Klett (1957) ,
Jacobs (1959), Schwilling (1959, I960, 1961), Ellis (1961), 
and Mosby (1963). Brown (1966 b) trapped female concentration 
on several dancing grounds daily by using 4 x 6  foot port­
able funnel bait traps. Schwilling (1959, 1960, 1961) found 
baited walk-ins successful in Nebraska prairie grouse 
studies.
Variations of baited walk-in traps are discussed by 
Hamerstrom and Truax (1938). Klett (1957) observed that the 
semi-portable baited walk-in traps are capable of capturing
18
large numbers of sharptails in short periods and are. safe 
and effective. Scalping injuries are sometimes severe 
(Hamerstrom and Truax, 1938); however, when cotton mesh 
netting is used, these injuries are greatly reduced (Klett, 
1957) .
In Alberta, Evans (1961) trapped sharptail males 
by placing mist nets on two edges of dancing ground areas, 
then flushing the birds into them. This permitted several 
attempts per morning trapping period, as cocks quickly 
returned to grounds. A modification of this technique was 
used by Silvy and Robel (1968) in Kansas. The cannon-net, 
described by Dill and Thornsberry (1950), has been utilized 
extensively for spring trapping of sharptails on display 
grounds (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1955; Peterle, 1956; 
Klett, 1957; Schwilling, 1959; Brown, 1963 and 1965; Jackson, 
1964; and Kobriger, 19 64) .
Schwilling (1959) used a hoop net with a five-foot 
handle to capture incubating prairie grouse hens; similarly, 
Kuck (1966) captured incubating hen pheasants in South Dakota. 
Brown (1965) utilized this method to recapture instrumented 
sharptail females on nests in Montana.
Methods of recapturing instrumented grouse for the 
purpose of replacing an inoperative or failing battery have 
been extensively explored by Brown (1965). Mist and cannon 
netting, night spot-lighting, and drift traps were found 
unsatisfactory. Overhead night netting, originally a 
European technique, was applied by Brown (1966 b) on the
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Kighwood area of Montana- On dark, overcast nights with 
little wind, a 40 x 40 foot 2 inch mesh, cotton fish net 
was quickly dragged over the roosting grouse which were 
captured by hand as they attempted to flush through the 
net. Cebula (1966) utilized an 8 x 10 foot cotton fish net 
suspended between two bamboo poles for this purpose.
Tomlinson (1963) drift trapped broods of dusky grouse 
(Dendragapus obscurus obscurus). A funnel-type trap, made 
of chicken wire, with leads approximately 30 feet long was 
used by Evans (1961) to capture female sharptaiIs with broods. 
The female was separated from her brood, and the trap, with 
tne leads extended diagonally from each side, was placed 
between them. As she attempted to rejoin her brood, she con­
tacted the leads and followed them into the funnel of the 
trap. A similar trap, but with leads of a few inches, was 
used to capture incubating females (Evans, 1961). An incu­
bating female was flushed and the trap placed over the nest.
When the female returned, she was trapped and could be banded. 
This did not result in nest desertion; however, due to the 
difficulty in locating nests and broods, neither method was 
efficient in terms of man-hours per bird captured (Evans, 1961).
Brown (1965) captured sharptail brood hens by utili­
zing the chick distress-calling technique. Broody hens were 
located by imitating the chick "lost call". When the female 
answered, she was called from her brood until they in turn 
gave lost chick calls. The investigator then moved to the 
proximity of the brood and gave a series of chick alarm calls.
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The hen responded with a defensive rush and the investi­
gator hoop-netted the hird (Brown, 1965).
Several methods of marking grouse have been developed 
for obtaining a variety of data. The use of aluminum and 
colored leg bands is well documented; however, this technique 
is useful only if the bird is retrapped, observed at very 
close distances, or collected.
In attempts to eliminate the limitations of these 
methods, Schwilling (1960, 1961), Jackson (1963), Brown 
(1963), and Enyeart (1963) have backtagged pinnated and 
sharp-tailed grouse. Evans (1961) used different color 
combinations of vinyl plastic neck bands, measuring 0.062 
x 0.5 x 9 inches to mark individual male sharp-tailed 
grouse; Dalke et al., (1964) employed a similar technique on
sage grouse. Craighead and Hornocker (1962) found that 
conspicuous plastic neck markers did not materially increase 
predation on female pheasants in Montana.
Dispersal of hens
There is paucity of literature describing dispersal 
of sharp-tailed grouse from dancrng grounds to nest sites. 
However, several studies have reported the location of nest 
sites in relation to dancing ground areas. Leopold (1933) 
found nests of sharptails peripheral to and usually within 
0.5 mile of dancing grounds; Klett (1957) observed that most 
hens nested within 0.75 mile of dancing ground sites in North 
Dakota. Kobriger (1964) located four sharptail nests within 
one mile of the nearest active dancing ground. Baumgartner
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(1939) stated tha. all buc one of 17 broods studied in 
Michigan were located within 0.67 mile of the nearest dancing 
ground.
Nesting habitats
Gross (1930) reported on five nests found in Wood 
County, Wisconsin, and concluded that the sharptail chooses 
a site remote from farmsteads and in places where there is 
considerable brushy growth. Bent (1963) noted that nests 
were partially concealed under a thick tuft of tall grass, 
under bushes or thick herbage, or located near a stream.
Of 29 nests found by Saunders (1936) , in Michigan 
none were farther than ten feet from brush or woodland 
cover. Ammann (1957) observed that nesting sites in woody 
cover varied from open to 75 per cent shade. Most were 
either directly under overhead cover, such as a bush, a tree, 
or a log, or within a few feet of such cover.
Of seven nests located by Ammann (1957), four were 
situated at the base of a tree or bush, one was in heavy 
grass and sweet-fern, (Myrica gale) one was in a hayfield, 
and one was on an aspen (Populus tremuloides)-paper birch 
(Betula papyrifera) ridge between two cedar swamps. Of the 
four nests located by Kobriger (1964) in Nebraska, two were 
in non-use (no grazing) areas, and two were in areas which 
had been grazed lightly the preceding fall and winter. In 
all cases, vegetation was primarily that from the preceding
season.
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Schv; tiling (i9 60) observed that nests were in native 
grassland and that the previous years' growth provided part 
of the nesting cover. In atah, Hart et al., (1950) located 
nest sites in hills, badlands, or adjacent slopes; often in 
alfalfa, stubble fields, or in native vegetation such as 
beardless wheatgrass (A. inerme), sagebrush {A. tridentata), 
cut leaf balsam (Balsamorhiza phylla), and mule's ear or 
dock (Wyethis amplexicaulis). Tall and medium height grasses 
such as needle grasses, bluestems, and wheatgrasses were 
important for nesting and brooding in South Dakota (Janson, 
ca. , 1956). Nests were often located on a northeastern 
exposure because of better cover and cooler temperatures.
Nesting cover analyses
Methods utilized to measure residual and/or current 
season nesting cover have not been described in the litera­
ture. Polderboer (1942) and Dorney (1959) have discussed 
the gross cover requirements for ruffed grouse. Jenkins 
(1961) and Watson (1964) have utilized techniques for eval­
uating specific cover types used by the Hungarian partridge 
(Perdix perdix perdix) and the red grouse (Lagopus lagopus 
scoticus). Wight (1939) developed a density board to 
measure cover in deer habitat. This was six ieet in height 
with each foot marked off and numbered from one to six. The 
numbers of tnese marks covered by vegetation were used to 
measure plant height. Kobriger (1964) used a 4 x 4 foot 
board marked at three-inch intervals to measure the height 
of grouse breeding ground cover.
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Jones (1968) stated that evaluation of cover should 
be as objective as possible, therefore he developed an 
improved board for visual estimations of grouse coverts.
This consisted of three panels 6.5 inches square, divided 
into 25, 1.5 inch squares, colored alternately yellow, red, 
and black. This board was set up at each flush location 
and two observations were taken; one from five feet at 45 
degrees above horizontal, approximating the altitude of an 
avian predator. The second was from six inches above ground 
level at 30 feet, approximating the altitude of another 
grouse or a mammalian predator. The number of visible 
squares on each panel was counted. The maximum possible 
was 75, representing total exposure (Jones, 1968).
The use of photoelectric equipment in measuring cover 
density was described by Allard (1947) and Sather (1950) .
Bump (1950) and Mosby (1963) have discussed cover evaluation 
by means of photography.
Broods
The influence of climate and heavy grazing upon 
tetraonid brood cover is important. Annual fluctuations in 
precipitation and its relationship to the development of 
seasonal nerbage (Blaisdell, 1958), and the influence of 
season, intensity, and type of grazing on the structure and 
composition of vegetation available during the brood season 
(Craddock and Forsling, 1938; Mueggler, 1962) have been 
discussed. Zwickel (1958), Buss (1960), anu Mussehi (1963) 
noted the importance of good range conditions to brood
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habitat of blue grouse, (Dandragapus obscurus).
Sharptail broods utilized a variety of cover, usually 
near or under woody vegetation (Ammann, 1957) . Klett (1957) 
found broods in the vicinity of the nest in early summer. 
However, they moved to denser cover, some distance from the 
nesting site, later in the summer (Ammann, 1957).
In Michigan, Peterle (1954) observed that brood 
habitat is generally denser than nesting cover, but is 
comprised of less than 50 per cent woody cover. Hamerstrora 
(1963) investigated 207 locations of 193 sharptail broods in 
the pine barrens of Wisconsin. Eighty per cent were in open 
cover types; 14 per cent were in edge habitats. Grassland 
with shrubs was important cover; trees were of lesser impor­
tance. Of 44 sharptail broods observed by Jackson (1963),
67 per cent were in ungrazed and 33 per cent in grazed areas. 
Twenty-nine broods were found in native grasses; 16 in exotic 
grasses; and 10, in annual weeds. The importance of brushy 
draws, shrubs, and woody vegetation during the winter months 
has been well documented (Johnson, 1934; Marshal and Jensen, 
1937; Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom, 1951; Yocum, 1952; Janson, 
ca., 1956) .
In South Dakota, Janson (ca. , 1956) found that 
goldenrod (Solidago sp.), wild licorice (Glycyrrhiza lepidota) 
sunflowers (Ilelianthus sp.), and sweet clover (Melilotus sp.) 
were important as shade and shelter in hot weather. Prairie 
clover (Petalostemum sp.), yucca (Yucca glauca), scurf pea 
(Psoralea sp.), and annual sages (Artemesia sp.) were plants
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commonly providing cover. Trees and shrubs of importance 
were skunkbrush (R. trilobata), c.nokecherry, plum (P. ameri- 
cana), wild rose, buffaloberry, cottonwood, American elm 
(Ulmus americana), green ash, snowberry (S. albus), lead 
plant (Amorpha canescens), and sliver sage brush (A. 
ludoviciana).
According to Kobriger (1964), broods roosted on sites 
in the upland sand hills on the Valentine Refuge in Nebraska, 
but moved in the morning to mowed wetland meadows where they 
spent the entire daylight period. They utilized whatever 
shade was available, including trees, windrows, unmowed areas, 
and other patches of vegetation. In late afternoon, they 
returned to roosting sites.
Food habits of immatures
There are numerous reports concerning fall food 
items of sharp-tailed grouse (Schmidt, 1936; Swenk and 
Seiko, 1938; Aldous, 1943; Swanson, 1940; Grange, 1948;
Janson ca., 1956). However, the important foods of im­
mature sharptails have not been reported in detail. Judd 
(1905) found that a one-to-three day old chick collected on 
27 June, 1905, in Manitoba, had eaten 95 per cent insects 
and 5 per cent wild strawberries (Fragaria virginiana).
Hart et al., (1950) reported that 80 to 100 per cent of the 
diet of juvenile sharptails two-to-three weeks of age, was 
insects. However, some green grass was consumed oy four- 
to-five day old young.
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Forty-six immature sharp-tailed grouse were collected 
during the summers of 1962 and 1963 by Kobriger (1964).
Clovers (Trifolium sp.) and rose were important; insects, 
particularly beetles and short-horned grasshoppers, were also 
taken. The diet of grouse to seven weeks of age was com­
prised of greater than 60 per cent animal material, ranging 
from 91.5 per cent at three weeks to 62.6 per cent at seven 
weeks. As age increased, the percentage declined; at 12 
weeks, animal matter represented 8.5 per cent.
Droppings of gallinaceous birds are valuable in­
dicators of either primary food habits, when gizzards or 
crops are not available, or accessory sources of information 
(Dalke, 1935; Swanson, 1940; Wilson and Vaughn, 1944; Jensen 
and Korschgen, 1947). Investigations based on direct obser­
vations of foods taken have been described by Wilson and 
Vaughn (1944), Gibb and Hartley (1957) , Davison (1940 and 
1961), Davison and Grizzell (1961).
In the analysis of food habits of gallinaceous birds, 
it is preferable to examine crops rather than gizzards 
because of the comparative ease and reliability in identi­
fying material. If the number of crops is sufficient, 
gizzard analyses can be omitted except to record the kind and 
quantity of grit and the hard seeds retained (Korschgen, 19 63) .
Recent studies on waterfowl food habits have pointed 
out the biases which result from different rates of digestion 
of foods in proventriculus, and gizzards (Dillon, 1958;
Ferret, 1962; Bartonek and Hickey, 1969). Dirschl (1969)
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found gizzard contents inflated the importance of hard- 
seeded plants in the diet of lesser scaup (Aythya affinis) 
and blue-winged teal (Anas discors).
Hanson and Graybill (1956) described the importance 
of sample-size in relation to food habits analysis, and 
suggested that reducing sample sizes does not sacrifice 
accuracy. In food habits evaluations for a single species 
of limited range, in a small homogeneous area, a compara­
tively small sample should be adequate (Korschgen, 1963).
Swanson (1940) stated that frequency of occurrence 
should always be used in tabulations of food items, because 
volumes or numbers of a particular item may be difficult 
to determine. Frequency of occurrence, however, may over­
emphasize hard or small, widely distributed items. Volume 
estimations give the best indication of the bulk of the diet.
In general, food nabits studies cannot be regarded 
as complete if they do not present information on avail­
ability in relation to actual use (Korschgen, 1963). Kobriger 
(1964) attempted to correlate food habits of young sharptails 
with availability of insects in different cover types in the 
Nebraska Sandhills. Results indicated that daily brood use 
of wetlands was influenced by factors other than insect
abundance in these areas.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Trapping and marking
Field work commenced 3 April and continued to 16 
September, 1967. Activity in 1968 began on 10 April and 
terminated on 27 August. Trapping operations were preceded 
by a preliminary census of dancing grounds on the study 
area in early April of 1967 and 1968. Accordingly, grounds 
were observed with 7 x 50 binoculars and a 2Ox spotting 
scope for ^veral mornings to determine areas of female 
concentration and activity, which occurred just before sun­
rise. This permitted advantageous trap placement essential 
for trapping success. Two of six sharptail dancing grounds 
located on the area were investigated to obtain information 
on hen dispersal. Ground 1 was selected because of its 
accessibility in adverse weather conditions and its location 
within the native range grazing unit. Ground 5 was chosen 
because of its central location and, more importantly, it 
was adjacent to the crested wheatgrass portion of the Fair- 
field common pasture.
Prior to actual trapping, sites were prebaited with 
corn, millet, and small grain screenings. Two five-cannon, 
75 x 25 foot, Miller-improved, 1.5 inch nylon mesh, cannon- 
nets were used on Ground 5 in 1967 and on Ground 1 in 1968. 
These were fired in opposition to gain maximum efficiency.
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One three-funnel, walk-in trap was placed on Ground 1 in 
1967 and on Grounds 2, 4, and 6 in 1968. Traps were approxi­
mately 6 x 6 x 3  feet, semi-portable of wood construction, 
and enclosed by one-inch, cotton mesh. Traps were checked 
at least twice daily, once in mid-morning and again just 
before dusk. Traps were operated from 8 April to 28 April, 
1967, and 11 April to 11 May, 1968, for a total of 64.5 trap 
days at six trap sites.
All birds trapped were marked on each leg with con­
secutively numbered, butt-end, aluminum and pre-coiled, 
color-coded, celluloid bands. In addition, 14 sharptail 
males were marked in 1968 with 2.5 x 1.5 inch colored nauga- 
hyde tags with a 1.37 x 1.125 inch neck opening. These had 
a series of small notches corresponding to number of the leg 
bands and permitted field identification of these birds.
They also called hunters' attention to leg bands on their 
kill. Leather hoods were used to cover heads of birds to 
reduce activity during handling.
A nest trap and a long-handled hoop net were used to 
capture or recapture incubating or brooding hens. Chick 
distress-calling and night-lighting were used in conjunction 
with the latter to temporarily fix the bird until a capture 
attempt could be made.
Telemetry
Females were equipped with radio-transmitters and 
released. These VHF transmitters measured 0.6 x 1.75 inches 
and were powered by a 1.5 volt mercury cell (Burgess Eg 401 T2
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or Mallory Duracell Hg RM-4Q1, size N); this instrument 
drew 330 microamps at ambient temperature and 400. at 
grouse body temperature [ a p p r o x i m a t e l y  107 F). The neck 
loop of the harness was approximately 1.3 x .875 inches.
The total 'weight of the instrument was approximately 21.5 
grams. Transmitters and power cells were attached according 
to the technique of Brown [personal communication) and 
crander (1968).
A battery powered, transistorized, portable VHF 
receiver (Sidney L. Markusen, Electronics Specialties, Esko, 
Minnesota), capable of monitoring 12 frequencies (channels) 
between 150.815-150.890 and 151.010-151.085 megahertz was 
used to track instrumented birds. Receiver controls and 
operation were identical to those described by Cebula (1966) 
and Viers (1967). A single 20-foot stationary, directional 
yagi antenna (Keith Parsons, Bismarck, North Dakota) with 
a compass azimuth and pointer was used to determine the 
direction of signals. This was erected on a hill near 
Ground 5 in 1967 and approximately 0.75 mile northeast of 
Ground 1 in 1968, as shown in Figure 3. In addition, a 
28-inch, portable, hand-direccional antenna was used.
Dispersal of hens
Females trapped on dancing grounds were radio-equipped 
and released. These were monitored for dispersal and nest 
selection. Dispersal distances were measured as a straight 
line from the dancing grounds to the nesting sites.
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Vegetation at nest sites
Vegetation at eight nesting sites was sampled using 
the clipped-hoop method of range analysis (U.S. Forest 
Service Handbook, no date). Two nests located during 1968 
were not clipped, as both were located in a soil bank area 
which had been mowed. Herbage within five hoops, each 
subtending a 0.96 square foot area, was clipped in the 
immediate area of each nest site. This was individually 
sacked and air-dried for subsequent identification and 
weight determination. Clippings were made in early August 
in 1967 and 1968, following seasonal growth of the vege­
tation. Production was measured in pounds per acre, per 
cent of each species, and amount of mulch. The former was 
computed by averaging the weights in grams of a species found 
within five hoops and multiplying by 100. Attempts to 
separate residual growth were unsuccessful, therefore resid­
ual vegetation was included in the mulch category.
As early as possible in the season, a 2 x 1 foot 
cover board, marked horizontally with alternating one-inch 
black and white strips, was placed at two adjacent edges of 
each nest, which were photographed for subsequent analyses. 
Two procedures were followed in determinations of height 
and density of vegetation at each site: (1) observation of 
the number of strips completely covered by vegetation, giving 
a 100 per cent density (10Q per cent density-height factor); 
and (2) estimations of the maximum Height of the vegetation 
were made from the per cent of the board obscured by the
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taller vegetation, above the 100 per cent density-hr.ight 
factor. To eliminate the effects of grazing on cover, three 
agronomy cages, approximately 4 x 2. 5 x 2 feet were placed 
in tiie immediate vicinity of each neat after hatching or 
destruction.
Intensive grazing determinations
Data has been collected from two permanent Parker 
3-step range transects, (731 and 732 as shown in Figure 3), 
one browse transect, and from utilization cages on the 
Fairfield community pasture by the U.S. Forest Service. In 
addition, data from a combined Parker 3-step and line inter­
cept transect, established by the North Dakota Game and Fish 
Department to determine forage utilization and long-term 
browse conditions, is available.
These data were correlated with Forest Service records 
for the Fairfield allotment to determine the influence of 
intensive grazing on grouse nesting and brooding habitat. 
Species availability, their relative abundance, composition 
changes, and vegetative trends were compared with similar 
data from nest sites to determine the influence of grazing 
on reproduction in grouse.
A land-use study was conducted in 1968 on 23,680 acres 
on and bordering the Gorham study area. This included 
T. 142N. , R. 99N., Sec. 4-9; T. 142N., R 10QW., Sac. 1, 2,
11, 12; T. 142N., R. 99W., Sec. 7-2, 16-21, 27-34; T- 143N.,
R. 1Q0W., Sec. 11-14, 23-26, 35, 36. Procedures for record­
ing and calculating land-use acreages followed those of
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Dueboert (1960) and Grondahl (1961). Summer use and the 
condition of cover types following harvest were tabulated 
to serve as a basis for future comparisons between sharp­
tailed grouse populations and agricultural practices on 
the area.
Brood movement and cover selection
The location, time of day, adjacent land-use, cover* 
height and density, and species composition were recorded 
for each brood observed. In addition, intensive observations 
were made of daily movements and activities of orood hens 
by semi-continuous radio-tracking. This required four to 
more than six daily contacts at two to three hour intervals. 
Instrumented hens were located visually as a check on 
telemetry procedure and operator's efficiency. Brood survi­
val was ascertained by occasional flushing and inventory 
of the orood.
Food habits of immature sharptails
During the summers of 1967 and 1968, 50 crops and 
53 gizzards were collected from 56 immature sharptails, rang­
ing in age from 2 to 11 weeks. One bird was collected from 
each brood for food habits analysis. Collections were made 
before 10:00 A.M, and after 6:00 P.M. to take advantage of 
prior feeding periods and to insure adequate crop and gizzard 
contents for analysis. Chicks were sexed and aged according 
to descriptions by Baker (1953), and their crops and gizzards 
were removed, opened, and tne contents oven-dried. As the
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proportion. o£ animal matter has been reported to change as 
sharptails mature, (Judd, 1905; Jenson, ca. , 1956; Hart et al.
1950) birds were grouped according to age for analyses. Food 
items were separated manually, identified, and volumetrioally 
measured; frequency of occurrence was recorded.
Insect availability in different cover types
To establish ci basis for correlation of insects taken 
by immature sharptails with those available, quantitative 
samples were taken from six cover types in which broods were 
observed or which were potential habitats. These included 
grazed and ungrazed crested wheatgrass and native g r a s s e s ,  
cropland edge areas, and lowlands including grassy swales or 
shallow semi-draws. Samples were taken weekly from each of 
these six habitats beginning 2 July and ending 17 August,
1967. These consisted of the total number of insects taken 
in 50 sweeps with an insect net. Collections were placed in 
individual paper bags with a small amount of DDT and subsequently 
were identified and counted. Mean numbers of Locustidae (Short- 
horned grasshoppers), Tettigoniidae (long-horned grasshoppers), 
and Coleoptera (beetles), from the six habitat types were analyzed 
for significance at the 95 per cent confidence level.
Endopaxasites
In the initial collection of young sharptails for food 
habits analyses, mature tapeworms were noted. Subsequently, all 
young collected were examined for the presence of these helminths.
RESULTS
Trapping and marking
Of 71 sharptails captured during the study, 54 were 
males and 17 were females. In 1967, 18 males were captured 
with cannon-nets on Ground 5 and nine were trapped with 
walk-ins on Ground 1. In 1968, five of seven males taken 
with cannon-nets on Ground 1 were recaptures from the pre­
vious year. An additional 25 males were captured with walk- 
ins in 1968; 16 of Ground 4 and nine of Ground 6. Of nine 
females trapped in 1967, seven were taken with cannon-nets 
on Ground 5, one was hoop-netted on her nest, and one was 
captured by night-lighting. In 1968, five females were 
cannon-netted on Ground 1, two were trapped with walk-ins 
on Ground 4, and one was captured with a nest trap. A 
summary of all trapping is presented in Table 3.
Of 11 sharptail band returns (one female), seven,
20 per cent, were reported in 1967, and four, 11.4 per cent, 
in 1968. The latter were birds banded the same year. One 
male was collected within 0.5 mile of Ground 5 in 1967, and 
four within 0.5 mile of Grounds 4 and 6, in 1968. Birds 
were banded on grounds in the vicinity of collections. Five 
additional males, banded on Ground 5 during 1967, were col­
lected 0.75 mile southeast of this ground in native summer 
pasture and within Q.25 mile northeast of Ground 1. The
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TABLE 3












1967 1968 1967 1968
Ground 1 7 10 9 7a 0 5b Walk-ins Cannons 9 12
Ground 2 16.5 Walk-ins
Ground 4 16.5 16 2b Walk-ins 18
Ground 5 8 18 7C Cannons 25
Ground 6 16.5 9 Walk-ins 9
b bNest 1 1 Hoop-net Nest trap 1 1
General 1 Night-lighting
TOTAL 15 49.5 27 32 9 8 36 4Qa




hen, originally captured during night spot-lighting efforts, 
was shot by hunters in the immediate vicinity of the initial 
capture.
The chick distress-calling technique was attempted 
on numerous brooding hens in 1968. However, the time 
required to assemble the long-handled hoop-net and the asso­
ciated activity alerted the female; thus she did not respond 
to distress-calling. On several occasions, when brood hens 
responded by making a single rush toward the investigator, 
attempts to capture them were unsuccessful.
Telemetry
Of 15 females trapped, radio-equipped, and released 
capture site; six were from Ground 5, five from Ground 1, 
and two from Ground 4. Two additional females, one hoop- 
netted on the nest, the other nest-trapped, were instrumented 
and released.
The effective range of transmitters was 1.25 miles, 
and under ideal conditions, considerably greater. Topography, 
density of vegetation, location and activity of birds, and 
weather conditions affected normal transmission and reception.
Battery life during 1967 of approximately 35-40 days 
was less than anticipated. This proved to be very signifi­
cant as severe spring weather undoubtedly delayed nesting.
To avoid possible desertions, retrapping of radio-equipped 
hens on nests was deferred until late in incubation. This 
resulted in the loss of hens and their nests to predation 
in 1967 before batteries could be changed. Signal strength
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was noticably weak immediately prior to the predation, of two 
transmitter-hearing hens (Channels 2-67 and 4-67) , indi­
cating possible battery failure. Therefore, in 1968, instru 
mented hens were retrapped and batteries were changed prior 
to the expiration of battery life, regardless of the stage, 
of incubation. Females, channels 3-68, 7-68, 8-68 and 9-68 
were retrapped on nests and batteries changed; all continued 
to incubate their clutches.
Transmitters were modified in 1968 to obtain a 90- 
110 days of battery life. Premature failures did not occur, 
and one female (Channel 10A-68) had 121 days of transmission 
A weak signal was observed several days before contact loss.
Since weight restrictions limited the size of com­
ponents and thus transmitter efficiency, signal frequency 
occasionally drifted to adjacent channels. This did not 
significantly affect accuracy, provided that birds with 
radios transmitting on adjacent frequencies did not occupy 
the same general area. In 1968, Channels 7, £ and 9 were 
used on females dispersing from Ground 1, and resulted 
in confusion in early tracking, as considerable frequency 
overlap occurred. Therefore, additional field time and 
extra effort was required to accurately locate individual 
birds.
The stationary yagi antenna was used in different 
locations in 1967 and 1968, but reception was poor. In 
addition, the ease of operation, mobility, and accuracy of 




Movements of 13 radio-equipped females in selecting 
nesting areas were followed from breeding grounds to provide 
information on dispersal (Fig. 4) . These were monitored for 
190 grouse days in 1967 and 458 days in 1968, respectively; 
data is summarized in Table 4.
Channel 1-67 (1-9808R), instrumented 12 April, 1967, 
was monitored for 37 days. Two days after release, the hen 
moved to a draw and crested wheatgrass area 1.1 miles north­
west of the release site. Subsequent activity centered 
about this area until contact was lost on 19 May.
Channel 2-67 (1-9822), radio-equipped 12 April,
1967, moved to a draw 0.6 mile from Ground 5 and remained 
there for five days. The next two days were spent in a 
grassland and draw approximately 1200 yards east of the 
dancing ground. Subsequent activity was in the vicinity of 
the nest located immediately adjacent to an extensive draw 
complex approximately 0.6 mile from Ground 5. This hen was 
flushed from a clutch of seven eggs on 22 May. Nest 
destruction, with the loss of 13 eggs, occurred 17 days 
later, 43 days after release at which time radio contact 
was lost. Signal range had declined to within 100 yards of 
the nest site at this time.
On 25 April, 1967, Channel 3-67 (1-9820) was re­
leased and moved to a draw area 0.6 mile northwest of Ground
5; further contact was not made.
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TABLE 4
DISPERSALS OF SHARPTAIL FEMALES FROM DANCING GROUNDS, 1967-1968
Female Ground Channel Date Instrumented Days Monitoreda Dispersal Distance 
(miles)
Nest Maximum
1-9808R 5 1-67 4-12-67 37 1.1
1-9822 5 2-67 4-26-67 43 0.6
1-9820 5 3-67 4-25-67 3 0.6
.1-9833 5 4-67 4-28-67 36 1.2
1-9804P 5 5-67 4-11-67 38 0.6
1-9821 5 6-67 4-25-67 33 0.6
TOTAL 190
1-9840Y 1 3-68 4-20-68 54 1.1
1-9851B 4 5-68 4-25-68 c _c
1-9839Y 1 7-68 4-18-68 151 .4 2.1
1-9845Y 1 8-68 4-21-68 59 1.25
1-9858Y 1 9-68 5-3-68 71 1.5
1-9838Y 1 10-68 4-18-68 2 0.6
1-984 IB 4 10A-68 4-20-68 121 0.4 0.5
TOTAL 458




Channel 4-67 (1-9833), instrumented 28 April, 1967, 
moved to a draw 0.6 mile northv/est of Ground 5 and remained 
there for several days. Subsequent movement was between 
the nest site, less than 0.4 mile north of Ground 2, and 
from Ground 5, 1.2 miles northeast. Vih.eth.er this hen 
attended Ground 2 during the breeding season was unknown.
The female was flushed 21 days later from the nest which 
contained eight eggs; a total clutch of 14 eggs was observed 
11 days later. Signal strength began fading noticeably after
32 days, and failed four days later. Nest destruction by 
predation was observed at this time; incubation had pro­
gressed approximately 11 days.
Channel 5-67 ^1-9804R), captured, instrumented, and 
released on 11 April, 1967, was followed for 38 days until 
found dead from unknown causes in a draw approximately 0.5 
mile northwest of Ground 5. The transmitter was still 
operative.
Channel 6-67 (1-982), was radio-equipped and released 
on 25 April, 1967. The next day, she was located in an area 
of cultivation 0.5 mile east of Ground 5. The nest site, 
located 28 days after release, was 0.55 mile northeast of 
Ground 5. Eight eggs were observed. The nest was destroyed
33 days later; further contact was not made.
Channel 3-68 (1-9840Y), released 20 April, 1968, 
retrapped Ground 1 on 24 April. On .15 May, 26 days follow­
ing the second release, she was flushed from her nest of 12
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eggs, 1.1 miles northeast of Ground 1. Hatching occurred 
on 13 June, 54 days after initial capture.
Channels 5-68 (1-9851B) and 10A-68 (1-9841B) were 
captured in waik-in traps on Ground 4, radio-equipped, and 
released on 25 April and 20 April, 1968, respectively. Due 
to undetected receiver failure (faulty input transistor), 
it was impossible to contact Channel 5-68 at distance 
greater than 50 yards. Thus, the signal was lost and 
contact was not made following subsequent receiver repair. 
Contact with Channel 10A-68 was lost on 22 April, and re­
gained 3 May. Subsequent locations were within a 0.5 mile 
radius in a winter pasture area adjacent to Ground 4. The 
hen was flushed from her nest of six eggs on 15 May, 26 days 
following release. On 21 May, she moved from the immediate 
nest area. A subsequent check revealed all eggs missing, 
and no evidence of the cause. This female did not attempt 
to renest. Battery life continued for 121 days until 8 
August, when contact was lost. The habitat utilized included 
a winter-grazed area and a brushy draw-swale of WoIfberry 
within 0.5 mile to Ground 4.
Channel 7-68 (1-9839Y) was trapped, radio-equipped, 
and released on 18 April, 1968, on Ground 1 and spent the 
next two days within 200 yards south of the dancing ground. 
Subsequent movements occurred until activity centered about 
a crested wheatgrass plateau within an extensive area of 
native pasture located 1.25 miles southeast of Ground 1. On 
14 June, 58 days after release, the hen returned to Ground 1
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and nested 0.4 mile to tine south.. Eight days later, six 
eggs were observed in the nest; apparently the result of 
renesting. After 78 days, on 4 July, this female was hoop- 
netted on her nest and completely reinstrumented with a 
Channel 12 (151.085 mhz.) transmitter and a new battery.
On 10 July, six days later, signal reception indicated that 
the hen had left the nest; subsequent investigation showed 
nest destruction. This female was collected on 14 September 
in the vicinity of the nest, 151 days later.
Channel 8-68 (1-9845Y), instrumented and released 
on 21 April, 1968, remained 100 yards southeast of Ground 
1 during the first day. On 9 June, 49 days afte release, 
a nest with 18 eggs was located 1.25 miles northeast of 
Ground 1. Nine days later, on 17 June, the female was hoop- 
netted on the nest and reinstrumented. On 19 June, 59 days 
after release, a clutch of 18 eggs hatched.
Captured 27 April, 1968, Channel 9-68 (1-9858Y) was 
held in captivity until 3 May, 1968, then radio-equipped and 
released on Ground 1. Three days later, this hen was located 
1.5 miles to the south in an area ultimately chosen for nest­
ing. This quarter section included approximately 100 acres 
of crested wheatgrass-sweet clover soil bank, native pasture, 
and a shelterbelt on the 'western margin. On 19 June, 47 
days later, the hen was flushed from her nest of 11 eggs.
She was hoop-netted on the nest and reinstrumented on 4 July; 
ten eggs hatched eight days later.
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Channel 10-68 (1-9838Y) was captured, radio-equipped, 
and released on 18 April, 1968. The evening of the second 
day, the intact harness and transmitter were found 0.6 mile 
northwest of Ground 1 in short-grass native pasture; the 
predator involved was not determined.
Vegetation of nest sites
Species composition of vegetation at nest sites is 
presented in Tables 5 and 6. The cover at the two nest 
sites not clipped in 1968 consisted of crested wheatgrass 
clumps, and residual and current sweet clover. This area 
of approximately 100 aores, had been in soil bank for nine 
years prior to the 1968 haying.
Photographs of the 2 x 1  foot cover board, taken 
at each nest site, were analyzed, and the results are shown 
in Table 7. Four of the ten nests were in non-use areas of 
at least several years' duration. The remaining six were 
located in areas which received light to moderate use by 
cattle during some portion of each year.
Sites used by Channels 3-68, 7-68, and 8-68 were 
located in areas of the Fairfield pasture which were classi­
fied as having upward trends in vegetative condition and 
either static or upward trends in soil condition shown in 
Figure 3.
The placement of utilization cages at the sites of 
Channels 3-68 and 8-68 were deemed undesirable as cattle were 
attracted to these cages; therefore, excessive trampling
occurred.
TABLE 5
SPECIES COMPOSITION AT NEST SITES, 1967. VEGETATION SAMPLED
BY CLIPPED HOOP METHOD
Channel 2a Channel 4^ CChannel 5 A QChannel 6
Species Production Production Production Productionlbs. per % lbs. p>er % lbs. per % lbs. per %
acre acre acre acre
Carex spp. 101.0 6.8 3.0 0.1 61.0 4.4
Distichlis stricta 1.0 tr.
Poa spp. 527,0 16.9
Puccinellia nuttailiana 47.0 1.5
Agropyron cristaturn 2,526.0 86.1 1,746.0 56.1
Agropyron smithii 39.8 6.1
Koeleria cristata 57.4 3.9 293.0 10.0 25.0 0.8 24.0 1.7
Stipa comata 135.0 9.2 479.0 34.5
Calamovilfa longifolia 114.0 3.2
Bouteloua gracilis 149.0 10.1 110.0 7.9
Andropogon scoparius 443.0 30.1 177.0 12.7
Selaginella densa 1.4 0.1 2.8 0.1 6.0 0.4
Psoralea argophylla 9.6 0.6 219.0 7.0 10.0 0.7
Petalostemum purpureum 4.0 0.3
Oxytropis 1ambertii 52.0 3.5 113.0 8.1
Astragalus sp. 135.0 9.2 93.0 6.7
Clycyrrhiza lepidota 232.0 7.5
Sphaeralcea coccinea 3.9 0.3 4.4 0,3
Gaura coccinea 10.1 0.7 0.4 tr.
Sympnoricarpos albus 26.0 0.8
Solidago missouriensis 68.0 4.6 52.0 1.7
TABLE 5--Continued
Channel 2a Channel b ( 4 Channel 5A = QChannel 6











Aster ericoides 13.4 0.9 17.0 0.6 11.8 0.9
Antennaria neglecta 3.8 0.2
Brauneria angustifolia 13.0 0.9
Ratibida columnifera 17.0 1.1
Achillea lanulosa 1.4 tr. 0.6 tr.
Artemisia frigida 57.0 3.9 31.0 1.1
Artemisia glauca 110.0 7.5 74.0 5.3
Artemisia ludoviciana 179.0 5.8 79.0 5.7
Tragopogon dubius 58.0 1.9 52.6 1.7 3.4 0.3
Lactuca pulchella 4.0 0.3 12.0 0.9
Lygodesmia iuncea 9.0 0.6
Unclassified forbs 1.4 0.1 2.8 0.1 3.2 0.2
Unclassified legumes 1.8 0.1
Mulch and Residual
herbage 2,i43.0 3,567.0 — 3,523.0 —  — 2,944.0 —
TOTALS 1,473.4 100.C 2,932.2 100,0 3,111.2 99.9 1,390.2 99.9
aV?inter grazing area.
Summer grazing area. 
cNon-use area.
TABLE 6
SPECIES COMPOSITION AT NEST SITES, 1968. VEGETATION SAMPLED
EY CLIPPED HOOP METHOD
Channel 3a Channel 7a Channel 8a Channel lOA^
Production Production Production Production
Species lbs. per % lbs. per % lbs. per % lbs. per oo
acre acre acre acre
Carex spp. 273.0 11.4 18.0 1.5 273.0 12.2
Broinus japonicus 15.0 1.2 126.0 9.6
Festuca octo’rlora 
Foa spp. 1.7 0.1 53.0 4.3 7.0 0.3
0.2 tr.
Puccinellia nuttalliana 3.0 0.2 129.0 9.8
Aqropyron cristatura 
Aqropyron smithii 45.0 1.9
4.0 0.3
157 0 7.0
Aqropyron trachycaulum 324.0 26.1 19.0 1.4
Koeleria cristata 75.0 3.1 240.0 19.3 81.0 3.6
Stipa comata 589.0 24.6 114.0 9.2 397.0 17.8 3.0 0.2
Stipa viridula 915.0 38.3 230.0 18.5 681.0 30.5
Calamovilfa lonqifolia 69.0 5.6 45.0 2.0
Bouteloua qracillis 55.0 2.3 5.0 0.2
Selaqinella densa 2.0 0.1





Lepidium sp. 4.0 0.3
Camelina microcarpa 7.0 0.5
Potentilla pennsylvanica 3.0 0.2
Rosa sp. 14.0 0.6 8.0 0.6
TABLE 6--Continued
















Psoralea argophylla 1.0 tr.
Artemisia frigida 28.0 2.3 80.0 3.6
Artemisia ludoviciana 379.0 15.8 68.0 5.5 191.0 8.6 326.0 24.7
Vicia americana 18.0 0.7 5.0 0.4 25.0 1.1
Galium boreale 22.0 1.0
Aster ericoides 3.0 0.1 31.0 2.5 166.0 7.4
Aster sp. 15.0 1.2 22.0 1.0 8.0 0.6
Ratibida columnifera 15.0 1.2
Achillea lanulosa 38.0 1.6
Cirsium flodmanii 546.0 41.4
Sonchus aspex 7.0 0.5
Lactuca pulchella 8.0 0.6 75.0 5.7
Lygodesmia juncea 58.0 4.4
Unclassified forbs 1.0 tr. 0.4 tr.
Mulch and Residual
herbage 5,083.0 —  — - 2,943.0 — 4,374.0 —  — 2,103.0




CHARACTERISTICS OF TEN NEST SITES LOCATED IN 1967-1968, GORHAM 
STUDY AREA, BASED ON 2 X 1 FOOT COVER BOARD
C C
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2-67 100 3 Andropogon scoparius <12 <5 Winter
70 16 Bouteloua gracilis
4-67 100 3 Agropyron cristatum >400 <20 Summer
25 18 Koeleria cristata
5 A-6 7 100 7 Agropyron cristatum <20 <10 Non-use
50 22 Poa sp.
6-67 100 4 Stipa comata <25 <5 Non-use
10 15 Andropogon scoparius
3-68 100 6 Stipa vxridula >800 none Summer
40 10 Stipa comata
8-68 10 0 8 Stipa viridula >800 <10 Summer
10 18 Stipa comata
9-68 10 0 3 Agropyron cristatum <600 <40 Non-use
30 22 Melilotus sp.
7-68 100 6 Agropyron trachycaulum <800 <20 Summer
20 20 Koeleria cristata
Stipa viridula
10A-68 100 5 Cirsium flodmanii 200 <5 Winter
20 22 Artemisia ludovioiana
11-68 100 7 Agropyron cristatum 200 none Non-use





Data from U.S. Forest Service transects is included 
in Table 8. An examination of Transect 731 shows that per­
centages of desirable species have increased 12 per cent, 
intermediate species have decreased 31 per cent, and least 
desirables have increased 19 per cent between 1958 and 1968. 
Analyses of data from Transect 732 indicates that an improv­
ing condition exists in the relative plant density index for 
1968. Desirable species, included in both transects, were 
green needle grass and western wheatgrass. Intermediates 
were prairie Junegrass, sedges, blue grama, salt grass 
(Distichlis stricta), needle-and-thread, and Sandberg blue- 
grass (Poa secunda). Least desirables included pasture sage, 
oroad-leaved stitchwort (Arenaria lateriflora), lead plant, 
fleabane (Erigeron sp.), fringed sage, broomweed (Gutierrezia 
sarothrae), and Colorado rubber plant (Hymenoxys richardsonii).
Per cent utilization of herbage at five cage sites 
is presented in Table 9. Relatively high usage indicated at 
cage 4 is due to its proximity to a stock dam. Summer and 
fall land-use practices on and bordering the Gorham Study 
Area, are tabulated in Tables 10, 11 and previously shown 
in Table 1.
Summaries of North Dakota Game and Fish Department 
transects are compiled in Tables 12 and 13. The effects of 
intensive grazing, past and present, are evident as species 
which increase under grazing dominate all three transects. 
These species were buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides), blue
TABLE 8







Desirables 21% 29% 33% 10% 10%
Intermediates 68% 55% 37% 82% 84%
Least desirables 11% 16% 30% 8% 6%
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
bVegetative trend upC up Statice Up Up
Relative plant density Fair Good Good Fair Good
Soil condition index Fair Fa i r Good Excellent Excellent
Soil trend Down^ Down Down Up Up
aTransect not established until 1963.
^Vegetative trends and condition ratings based on the praire vegetation 
score card for fine textured soils.
cUp indicates change towards climax; present management is satisfactory.




RANGE UTILIZATION ON FAIRFIELD COMMON PASTURE 1963-1968 
DETERMINED BY COMPARING WEIGHTS OF VEGETATION SAMPLED 
FROM OPEN RANGE WITH THOSE FROM AGRONOMY CAGES
Cage. No. 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
1 77 63 11 27 60 28
2 _a _a 14 39 _a 0
3 _a a
a a 30 a
4 _a _a 48 15 63 61
5 d. a 26 31 a 10




LAND-USE FOLLOWING HARVEST, ON AND SURROUNDING 
GORHAM STUDY AREA, DECEMBER, 1968
Land-use Acreage Per cent
Small Grains 
Stubble 2,017.6 85.9

























LAND - USE IN FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY PASTURE 1968
TABLE 11
Cover Type Acres Per cent
Native Grass 2,410.6 81.6
Crested Wheat Grass 446.7 15.1
Brush and Draws 85.0 2.9
Trees .4 trace
Idle Areas 3.2 .1
Gravel Roads 3.3 .1
Open Water 3.6 .1
TOTAL 2,952.8 100 „ 0
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TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF NORTH DAKOTA GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT TRANSECTS, 
GORHAM STUDY AREA, 1961 AND 1967








1961 72 100 50 88
1967 33 93 0 10 0
aIncreaser species. include Bucnloe daet^rloides,
Bouteloua gracilis, Agropyron smithii, Stipa viridula,
Artemisia frigida, Distichlis stricta, Poa pratensis, Carex spp.
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF NORTH DAKOTA GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT BROWSE 
GORHAM STUDY AREA, 1961-1967a
INTERCEPTS TRANSECTS,
Year No. Plants 
Intercepted
Mature or Decadent Condition*3

















Per Cent Partly 
Available
Total Per Cent 
Available
1961 68 91 89 100 82 10 9 2
1964 71 83 71 0 58 30 88
1967 43 100 97 _c 44 21 65
aBrowse species included: Artemisia frigida, Symphoricarpos occidentalis, 
Amelanchier alnifolia, Prunus virginiana, Crataegus rotundifolia , Fraxinus 
pennsylvanica, Ribes odoratum, Ulmus americana, Artemisia cana, Prunus americana, 
Ribes setosum, Rosa sp.
^Age and form classifications after McKenzie (1963). 
cNo browse species encountered.
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grama, western wheatgrass, needle-and-thread, salt grass, 
Kentucky hluagrass (P. pratensis), sedges, and fringed sage. 
The presence of a predominant number of woody species in 
these transects indicates intense past and present grazing 
usage. Seventy to 10Q per cent of all species tallied were 
of mature or decadent age classes. Sixty-five to 92 per cent 
of these plants were moderately to severely hedged or dead.
Brood movement and cover selection
Data based on cover use analyses of 69 sharptail 
broods observed during the summers of 1967 and 1968 is pre­
sented in Table 14. These results tend to be biased, in 
view of the limited accessibility to areas not serviced 
by roads or trails, and inability to observe broods in areas 
of cultivation and brushy vegetation.
Data from five radio-equipped females and their broods 
is summarized. Channels 3-68, 8-68, and 9-68 were trapped 
on Ground 1, and Channels 5A-67 and 11-68 were captured on 
their nests. Channel 5A-67 hatched her entire clutch of 13 
eggs two days following capture and instrumentation (26 dune, 
19b7). The movements of this hen and brood were continuously 
monitored for three days until the hen was visually observed 
alone. Brood movements during this period were generally 
within 200-300 yards of the nest in a summer-grazed area 
consisting of a grassy lowland swale, a non-use brushy draw 
edge, and native pasture.
Channel 11-68 was instrumented on 12 June, 1968, and 
successfully hatched 13 of 14 eggs on 19 June. The initial
TABLE 14
COVER CHARACTERISTICS AND ADJACENT LAND-USES OF 6 9 BROOD LOCATIONS, 




























Roadside 16 3 9 4 1 8 7 r
Crassland 10 6 4 2 5 3 4
Cultivated 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0
Brush 2 o 2 0 0 2 0 0
TOTAL
1968
30 9 17 4 3 16 11 9
Roads ide 18 3 11 4 2 8 8 4
Grassland 12 5 5 2 4 5 3 7
Cultivated 4 2 1 1 0 3 1 "l
Brush 5 2 3 0 0 1 4 4
TOTAL 39 12 20 17 6 17 16 17
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five days of hen-brood movement and activity were within 
0.4 mile of the nest site and predominantly within the 
crested wheatgrass-sweet clover soil bank field in which the 
nest was located (Fig. 5). Greatest movement during these 
five days was on the second day, when several hours ware 
spent in an adjacent rye field. All roost sites were in 
tire soil bank. Movements on 25-26 June were into an adja­
cent pasture to the west and hayland to the south, but 
activity was still associated with the soil bank area. This 
hen and her brood roosted on 26 June in the hayland to the 
south of the soil bank and utilized the area for 6.5 days.
Late on the seventh day she moved to a buffaloberry area 
0.5 mile northeast of the hayland. This location was approxi­
mately 0.1 mile west of the nest site. The following day 
(4 July, 1968), she moved 0.12 mile northwest into an idle 
grass-forb area surrounding an old school location. The 
daylight hours were spent in the shelterbelt area immediately 
to the east of the school site. Movement late in the day 
was to a roost in a hayland area approximately 0.1 mile 
to the southwest. Subsequent activity centered about the 
idle grassland of the school site, which was used for roost­
ing. A wheat field, an alfalfa-bromegrass field, and the 
shelterbelt area were utilized for feeding and loafing until 
the wheat ripened and the alfalfa was mowed. The birds were 
found in the shelterbelt regularly, especially during excep­
tionally hot days. Greatest movements in this area were 
within 0.5 mile of the nest site. This female was collected
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on 14 September by personnel of the North Dakota Game and 
Fish Department in the mowed soil bank field in which, nest­
ing had occurred. Eight days of monitored data were re­
corded for this hen and brood.
Channel 9-68, which hatched 10 of 11 eggs on 12 July, 
moved approximately 30Q yards west of the nest located in 
the soil bank, as shown in Figure 5, and remained there until 
16 July when the area was mowed. Immediately following this 
disturbance, the female moved 0.5 mile west of the nest into 
the hay-grass area southwest of the school site, without her 
brood. Apparently the combination of mowing and a severe 
storm following catching accounted for the brood loss. The 
hen was monitored until 14 September, when she was collected 
in the vicinity of the nest area.
Channel 3-68 successfully hatched 11 young from a 
clutch of 14 eggs. The brood's first 3.5 days were spent 
within 200 yards of the nest site, located in the summer 
unit of the Fairfield common pasture (Fig. 6). The habitat 
consisted of a shallow swale at the base of a west-facing s 
slope interspersed with small clumps of wolfberry. The 
evening of the fourth day (16 June), the brood moved up this 
slope to roost in a flat grassland area. On 17 June, it 
moved 0.4 to 0.5 mile from the nest into a non-use native 
pasture area. Mesic lowland swales were utilized extensively, 
until contact was lost after 27 days. The extreme movement 
was within 0.75 mile of the nest. Roosting was generally on 
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Fig. 6.— Brood movements of Channels 3-68 and 8-68
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Channel 8-68 hatched her complete clutch of 10 eggs 
on 19 June, 1968. First day activity was within 100 yards 
northeast of the nest in a native swale with small patches 
of wolfberry and within 200 yards of the Channel 3-68 nest 
in the Fairfield pasture shown in Figure 6. The following 
day (20 June), the brood moved north into the same non-use 
native area occupied by Channel 3-68 and remained approxi­
mately 0.5 mile north-northeast of the nest until 26 June. 
Subsequently, the brood moved and finally located and roosted 
approximately Q.5 mile west of the previous site. This was 
in crested wheatgrass and within the summer unit of the 
Fairfield common pasture. Further contact was not made 
after noon on 27 June. This brood was monitored for nine 
days before contact was lost.
Daily movements of these five sharptaii broads were 
monitored lor 123 days during the summers of 1967 and 1968. 
Movements were generally within 0.5 mile of the respective 
nest sites and normal daily range of these broods was not 
greater than 0.25 mile.
Daily activities generally began shortly after sun­
rise; loafing and resting occurred at various times during 
mid-day. Another period of activity was noted during the 
afternoon, which continued until roosting at dusk. The age 
of the brood appeared to correlate with, the establishment of 
definite daily activity patterns; very young broods were less 
apt to follow strict activity patterns. Weather conditions 
affected daily patterns of all age classes. Movement and
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was curtailed on cold, rainy days; hot days produced in­
activity, and grouse located in shaded areas. Feeding took 
place early and late in the day.
The total acreage used by brooding hens ranged from 
40 to 225 acres. Channel 11-68 utilized approximately 225 
acres; Channel 9-68 approximately 40 acres; Channel 8-68, 
less than 80 acres; Channel 3-68, about 160 acres1 and,
Channel 5A-67 less than 60 acres. Channel 11-68 used only 
portions of the approximately 225 acres at various stages 
of brood-rearing period. Channel 3-68 remained within about 
80 acres of the total 160 acres used. Channel 8-68 utilized 
a different portion of the area used by Channel 3-68; actual 
overlap was not observed. The expansion of range with 
maturation was suggested, although land-use changes may 
exert an influence.
Food habits of immature sharptails
The principal food items taken by young sharptails 
are listed in Tables 15 and 16; foods utilized by various 
age groups are shown in Table 17 and Fig. 7. Insects were 
predominant in the diets of young grouse at the ages of 
2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 weeks, and ranged from 100 per cent at 
two weeks to 53.6 per cent at nine weeks. The amount of 
animal foods taken by chicks between seven to 11 weeks of 
age declined.
Populations of short-horned grasshoppers were signifi­
cantly different at the 95 pur cent confidence level, based 
on the 2-tailed test of significance, between swales and
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PRINCIPAL ANIMAL FOODS OF 56 IMMATURE SHARPTAILS, SOUTHWESTERN 
NORTH DAKOTA, SUMMERS OF 1967 AND 1968a
TABLE 15
Food Item Occurrence Volume % Animal % of Total










































































% of Total 
Food Iterns
Coenagrionidae 4 3.9 .5 .1 .1
Membracidae 11 10.7 1.2 .3 .1
Lioellulidae 1 1.0 .4 .1 tr
Nabidae 3 2.9 .3 .1 tr
insect pupa 3 2.9 .2 tr tr
Calliphoridae 1 1.0 .2 tr tr
Syrphidae 2 1.9 .3 .1 tr
Meliodae 1 1.0 .1 tr tr
Ecanthus 1 1.0 . 1 tr tr
Insect egg 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Ephemeroptera 1 1.0 .1 tr tr
Thyreocorinae 2 1.9 tr tr tr
Unknown insect components 1 1.0 .2 tr tr
Scutelleridae 3 2.9 .4 .1 tr
T r-\ c- o. -f~ rr 1 1W W w  ̂̂ — — 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Reduviidae 3 2.9 .2 tr tr
Lygaeidae 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Cercopidae 5 4.9 .2 tr tr
Unknown invertebrate 1 1.0 .1 tr tr
Chrysopidae 3 2.9 .2 tr tr
Cicendelidae 2 1.9 .2 tr tr
Sphecidae 1 1.0 .2 tr tr
Coreidae 2 1.9 .1 tr tr
Total 422.5 99.4 51.4
aBased on the analysis of fifty crops and fifty-three
gizzards.
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PRINCIPAL PLANT FOOD OF 56 IMMATURE SHARPTAILS, SOUTHWESTERN
TABLE 16











Tragopogon dubius 17 16.5 78.3 19.8 9.6
Triticum sp. 13 12.6 56.7 14.3 6.9
Camelina microcarpa 28 27.2 51.2 12.9 6.3
Green leaves 39 37.9 47.9 12.1 5.9
Prunus virginiana 16 15.5 32.3 8.2 3.9
Vegetation, unclassified 40 38.8 19.6 5.0 2.4
Taraxacum officinale 7 6.8 13.7 3.5 1.7
Hordeum sp. 2 1.9 10.9 2.8 1.3
Crataegus sp. 3 2.9 10.1 2.6 1.2
Rosa sp. 13 12.6 9.2 2.3 1.1
Galium boreale 20 19.4 8.7 2.2 1.1
Buc’nloe dactyloides 5 4.9 8.7 2.2 1.1
Rhus trilobata 8 7.8 5.5 1.4 .7
Ribes sp. 9 8.7 5.7 1.4 .7
Lactuca sp. 5 4.9 5.5 1.4 .7
Lactuca serriola 9 8.7 5.1 1.3 .6
Amelanchier alnifolia 5 4.9 3.8 1.0 . 5
Lonicera tatarica 3 2.9 4.4 1.1 .5
Ribes oderatum 1 1.0 4.5 1.1 .5
Polvaonum convolvulus 18 17.5 2.9 .7 .4
Shepherdia argentea 5 4.9 3.3 .8 .4
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TABLE 16— Continued.
Food Item Occurrence Volume % Plant % of Total
No. % CC • Volume Food Items
Me lilotus sp. 10 9.7 .8 .2 .1
Ambrosia sp. 9 r~•00 1.2 .3 .1
Lithospermum canescens 11 10.7 .7 .2 .1
Polygonum aviculare 12 11.7 .7 .2 .1
Carex sp. 10 9.7 .9 .2 .1
Trifolium sp. 1 1.0 1.1 .3 .1
Setaria viridis 4 3.9 .3 .1 tr
Cerastium arvense 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Stipa viridula 3 2.9 tr tr tr
Lithospermum incisum 1 1.0 tr tr p- Of
Lappula echinata 3 2.9 tr tr tr
Thlaspi arvense 2 1.9 tr tr tr
Lotus americana 3 2.9 .3 .1 tr
Setaria glauca 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Ellisia nyctelea 2 2.9 .1 tr tr
Rhus radicans 1.9 .2 .1 tr
Psoralea sp. 4 3.9 .1 tr tr
Echinocnloa crus-galli 1 o•'—1 .2 .1 tr
Polygonum lapathifolium 2 1.9 tr tr tr
Bromus sp. 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Symphoricarpos
occidentalis 2 1.9 .3 .1 tr
Rubus sp. 1 1.0 tr tr tr
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TABLE 16 — Continued








Physalis sp. 3 2.9 .1 tr tr
Prunes besseyi 1 1.0 .2 .1 tr
Helianthus sp. 1 1.0 tr tr tr
Panicum sp. 2 1.9 tr tr tr
Elaeagnus angustifolia 1 1,0 .2 .1 tr
Unknown seeds 7 6.8 .2 .1 tr
Unknown seed embryos 3 2.9 .1 tr tr
TOTALS 395.7 100.3 4:3.1




FOOD HABITS OF 56 IMMATURE SHARPTAILS IN RELATION TO AGE, 





Vegetable Foods Animal Foods Tot*al ec.
cc. % ?, Total cc. % % Total
2 1 2.0 0.5 100.0 2.0
3 5 16.7 4.7 41.2 23.8 6.2 58.8 40.5
4 6 40.2 11.4 60.6 26.1 6.8 39.4 656.3
5 5 13.5 3.8 40.2 20.1 5.3 59.8 33.6
6 7 39.7 11.3 55.1 32.4 8.5 44.9 72.1
7 10 35.1 10.0 29.2 85.0 22.3 70.8 130.1
8 5 22.3 6.3 30.9 49.8 13.0 69.1 72.1
9 5 46.3 13.1 46.4 53.4 14.0 53.6 99.7
10 8 86.8 24.6 55.0 70.9 18.6 45.0 157.7
11 4 51.9 14.7 74.0 18.2 4.8 26.0 70.1
TOTAL 56 352.5 99.9 381.7 100.0 734.2
,tV*'st&Swxi tKiEWfj:
Animal foods of 56 immature sharptails 
;to age, southwestern North Dakota, Sum 
and 1968.
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ungrazed crested wheatgrass, grazed crested wheatgrass, 
and grazed native cover types (Table 18). Locustidae made 
up 21.4 per cent of the total volume of the diet. Mean 
numbers of long-horned grasshoppers were significantly 
different between grazed native and grazed crested, un­
grazed native, cultivated edge, and swales; numbers in 
grazed crested wheatgrass were significantly different 
from those in swale habitats. Tettigoniidae comprised only 
1.2 per cent of the total diet. A significant difference 
within beetle populations was found between ungrazed crested 
wheatgrass and grazed native grasses.
Endoparasites
Of 40 immature grouse examined, 29 (72.5 per cent) 
were infested with the tapeworm Raillietina centrocerci 
Simon, 1937 (Eucestoda: Davaineidae, Cheng, 1964). The
life cycle for this species has not been described, although 
intermediate hosts of other members of this genus are 
arthropods (Chandler and Read, 1962).
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TABLE 18
•SIGNIFICANCE TEST OF INSECT POPULATIONS IN SELECTED 





X SE X SE X SE
Crested ungrazed 5.58 1.35 3.54 1.38 3,58 0.86
Crested grazed 5.83 1.48 1.79 0.42 7.71 1.98
Native ungrazed 8.33 i. 65 3.92 1.23 6.79 1.15
Native grazed 6.75 1.52 0.54 0.15 10.29 1.50
Cultivated edge 9.33 1.53 6.38 2.34 6.08 1.03
Swale 19.50 4.46 4.21 0.63 7.13 1.47
Statistical an 
significance at the 95






Crested wheatgrass was an important species in the 
cnoice of nest sites by Channels 4-67 (86,2 per cent), 5A-6 7 
(51.1 per cent), 9-68 and 11-68. The selection of nest sites 
in little bluestem and crested wheatgrass by Channels 2-67 
and 6-67 may point out the importance of these clump species 
to early nest selection because of their availability as 
residual vegetation. The presence of needle-and-thread and 
green needle at nest sites of Channels 2-67, 6-67, 3-68,
7-68 and 8-68 may indicate the importance of these early 
grasses as nesting cover. Furthermore, the lack of grazing 
pressure at sites during the spring when these needle grasses 
are palatable may indicate their importance from the stand— 
point of availability. Therefor..., summer grazing of the 
native unit, Fairfield common pasture, allows these cool 
season species to perpetuate because of their unpalatability 
at this season. Nests of Channels 3-68, 7-68 and 8-68 were 
in the native portion of the Fairfield pasture.
Certain forb and grass species are important in­
dicators of over-grazing especially evident, at the site 
chosen by Channel 1QA-68, were prairie thistle (Cirsium 
flodmanii), pasture sage, and invader grasses, i.e., six 
weeks fescue (Festuca octoflora), and Japanese chess (Bromus 
japonicus) . An. overall appraisal of the importance of forbs
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at nest sites would indicate that the percentages found are 
due primarily to the time of collection. Forbs appear to be 
important late in the growing season and are not available 
during nest selection.
Evidence of light cattle use and deferred grazing on 
the native range of the Fairfield pasture is indicated by 
the prairie sandreed (Calamovilfa longifolia) at the nest 
sites of Channels 7-68 and 8-68. The nest site of Channel 
6-67 was in a non-use area dominated by needle-and-thread.
The presence of slender wheatgrass (A. trachycaulum) at the 
nest site of Channel 7-68 supports the hypothesis of light 
grazing.
Regarding cover board analyses, general trends can­
not be derived as to which vegetational species provided 
greater density-height factors. The relative homogenity of 
the vegetation of the entire nest area may be involved, in 
addition to that of the microsite, because the herbage in 
the general area of the nests exhibited heights and densities 
comparable to those at the actual nest sites.
The site chosen by Channel 10A-68, located in a winter 
pasture, was heavily grazed, in poor condition, and provided 
little cover. However, it was in close proximity to a draw 
and to grassy cover in an adjacent pasture. In addition, the 
lack of disturbance by cattle may have been a factor influenc­
ing the selection of this site. Therefore, factors other 
than cover density, height, species, or land-use may influence 
the selection of nest sites.
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The nest locations of females which dispersed from 
Ground 5 in 1967 indicated the importance of woody or other 
cover available for potential brooding. The use of the 
shelterbelt area by Channels 9-68 and 11-68 may further 
.indicate tne desirability and use of woody cover when avail­
able. However, it was apparent that woody vegetation may not 
be necessary because nesting and bx'ooding areas chosen by 
Channels 4-67, 3-68, 7-68 and 8-68 were not in close proximity 
to woody cover. The dispersals from Ground 1 in 1968, an area 
not influenced by brushy draws, but by extensive agricultural 
use, indicated the significance of the availability of good 
condition pasture and soil bank. Thus, it appears that cover 
and the topography immediately available in an area are the 
variables which may influence nest selection.
The results of the current study are in accord with 
those of investigations elsewhere. The use of residual native 
grasses in Nebraska (Schwilling, 1960); of woody cover in 
Michigan (Ammann, 19 57) ; of tall and medium height grasses 
in South Dakota (Janson, ca., 1956); and the proximity to 
clumped cover in Utah (Hart et al., 1950) have been reported.
Although the number of birds monitored was small, 
the instrumented hens did not use a large area of the Fairfield 
summer pasture between Grounds 5 and 1, probably because of 
poor range conditions. Other hens may have utilized this area, 
but grouse were never observed in this portion of the pasture. 
The vegetation of shallow swales in this area is composed 
extensively of dense wolfberry, indicating past over-use by
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cattle, or lack of fire. The inclusion of two stock dams 
within this portion perpetuates the deterioration of range 
condition and results in. the avoidance of this area by 
grouse.
Due to the paucity of other satisfactory methods of 
sampling residual vegetation at nest sites, the clipped-hoop 
and cover board techniques were used. This combination of 
c-C;cliques samples residual vegetation present at the onset 
of nesting, and also records current seasonal growth as well. 
Therefore, only inferences can be made regarding the importance 
and amounts of residual cover present or necessary to attract 
the nesting hen. It is evident from vegetation analyzed at 
nests that clumped (bunch) grasses, which provide considerable 
residual cover in the spring, were important.
A great number of plants in the North Dakota Game and 
Fish Department browse transects did not show the effects of 
hedging. This may indicate an improved status in usage; 
however, the downward trend in browse condition demonstrated 
that large percentages of mature and decadent plants were 
still very prevalent. This data was in agreement with 
overall indications that overbrowsing by cattle is present in 
southwestern North Dakota (McKenzie, 1963, 1966).
The application of the Jones (1968) cover board technique 
is a possible solution to sampling residual vegetation, as use 
of this technique permits a degree of statistical reliability 
and furnishes an index for comparison between species and 
sites. Furthermore, the influences of intensive grazing
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management on the amount of residual vegetation can be 
examined. It is recommended that this technique be used 
immediately after the nest has been located, or during laying 
of the clutch; however, care should be exercised to create 
as little disturbance as possible to prevent desertion and/or 
predator attraction. Analyses of species composition and 
vegetative production should be continued following nesting 
so correlations between residual vegetation, seasonal 
production, and land-use may be made.
Ic is virtually impossible to locate sharptail nests 
unless hens have been equipped with radio-transmitters. 
Consequently, in order to locate adequate numbers of nests 
for vegetation analysis, there must be continued instrumentation 
of females. Further studies concerning dispersal and nest 
selection by hens from Ground 1 and 5 are necessary to validate 
preliminary trends regarding nesting patterns and their 
significance in the management of the Fairfield community 
pasture. Since nesting patterns prior to cattle usage and 
those which may develop with modified deferred rotation grazing 
are unknown, continued investigation of current conditions 
is essential for the future maintenance and management of 
sharp—tailed grouse at present population levels.
Brown (1965) observed that brood movement was quite 
restricted until three weeks of age; however, occasional 
movements up to 0.5 mile followed disturbances. A displacement 
movement of a brooding hen and young of two miles was observed, 
apparently after predator attack, resulting in the loss of half
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the brood (Brawii, 1966 b). Neither of these patterns was 
observed in. southwestern North Dakota.
Intensive observations of monitored hens with broods 
to precisely determine survival ratios were not attempted due 
to constant brood displacement required and the often inaccurate 
counts of young. Brown (1965) noted that observational 
difficulties intensify with the development of conditioned 
behavior.
Brooding activity was related to availability of 
cover, and thus, land-use. Mussehl (1963) reported that 
broods of blue grouse in Montana seldom utilized heavily 
grazed areas; Kobriger (1964) reported that sharptail broods 
moved out of wetland meadows following mowing in the Nebraska 
Sandhills. Haying, in early July, is undoubtedly an important 
limiting factor in nest and brood survival in southwestern 
North Dakota, and apparently affects the late or renesting 
and the crucial early stages of brooding. As herbaceous 
cover is important for blue grouse during the first six weeks 
of life (Mussehl, 1963) , and young prairie grouse are 
susceptible to weather extremes (Cartwright, 1944; Schwartz,
1945), the reduction of cover by haying at the time of severe 
weather conditions may have resulted in the loss of the brood 
of Channel 9-68.
When forbs began to dessicate in mid-July, redistribution 
of grouse broods occurred (Brown, 196 5) . This did not occur in 
the present study.
Food habits studies of young sharptails indicated the
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expected heterogeneity found in the analyses of small sample 
sizes. Data suggested that after two to three weeks food 
habits change, become more divergent, and all available 
items are utilized with a reduced selection of insect 
material. It is also evident that factors in addition to 
insect abundance influenced brood presence in the six cover 
types sampled. These results compare favorably with findings 
by Kobriger (1964).
Previous studies have shown that the attachment of 
telemetry equipment to female game birds does not interfere 
with their normal behavior, i.e., copulation, production of 
fertile eggs and brooding (3rown, 1965; Cebula, 1966;
Kuck, 19 66) . Aberrant behavior was not observed in this study. 
Following a short adjustment period, all transmitter-bearing 
hens exhibited normal reproductive patterns. McEwen and 
Brown (1966) did not find that instrumented female sharp- 
tailed grouse in Montana were subject to additional predation. 
Brown (1966 b) considered the increased coyote predation on 
nesting females was apparently due to the predator trailing 
the investigator to the nest. The limited number of radio- 
equipped females, and the absence of factual data regarding 
predation prevents any comparison with the findings of these 
workers. Therefore, it is not possible to conclude whether 
or not the observations of nests in this study were entirely 
responsible for predator attraction.
The major limitation of radio-telemetry as a research 
tool has been the difficulty in recapturing instrumented birds
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to replace failing power sources. Capture of incubating 
sharptail hens with & long-handled, hoop net has been 
successful without producing nest desertions. K recent report 
(Schladweiier and Mussehl, 1969) of the use of mist nets for 
recapturing instrumented female blue grouse and broods 
contradicts the earlier reports {Brown, 1965) of the 
unsatisfactory nature of this technique for sharp-tailed 
grouse hens. Perfection of the mist-netting technique for 
the capture of sharptail females would fulfill the need for 
a more efficient trapping method during the brooding season. 
Location and capture of hens after the clutch has hatched is 
difficult, particularly if transmitter batteries are failing. 
The combined use of refined mist-netting and chick-distress 
calling techniques may ultimately solve the difficulties 
involved in obtaining and instrumenting adequate numbers of 
tamales for brood movement studres•
The inefficiency of the stationary yagi directional 
antennae was demonstrated by Brown (1965) and substantiated 
by results of the current study. The superiority of the 1 and 
directional antenna cannot be overemphasized. The use of a 
trail, cycle in combination with a hand antennae, described by 
Brown (1965), would further mobilize the telemetry operation. 
The trail cycle would be especially useful in locating hens 
with broods, either for monitoring using the hand antenna, or 
for capture for instrumentation.
Adjustments made on transmitters in 1968 to extend 
battery life were successful. Variations between individual
transmitters were not noted. Effective range of transmitters 
corresponded favorably with the maximum working range of 
about one mile previously reported for the equipment (Studies 
of movements, behavior, and activities of ruffed grouse using 
radio telemetry techniques, 1963; Marshall, 1963; Ellis, 1964; 
Tester et al., 1964; Storm, 1965. Brown (1965) reported that 
preening of the whip antenna reduced the effective range of 
transmitters by up to 10 per cent. The unexplained loss of 
contact • ith radio-equipped females apparently involves one 
or a combination of the following factors: (1) the destruc­
tion of the transmitter or battery leads by predation, (2) 
the breakage of antennae due to severe preening, (3) failure 
of transmitter components, (4) movements of birds beyond 
transmitter range, either following nest loss or actual 
physical displacement by predators, i.e., great-horned owls 
(Bubo virginianus), golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos), or 
coyotes (Canis latrans), (5) inadequate searching by opera­
tor , and (6) unknown subtle receiver malfunctions.
The genus Raillietina has been reported from sharp- 
tailed grouse in North Dakota (Aldous, 1943); in Nebraska 
(Kobriger, 1964); and in South Dakota (Boddicker, 1967).
The high volume of insect material (ants, beetles, grass­
hoppers ) in the diet probably accounted for the presence of 
this parasite in young grouse. Boddicker (1967) reported 
small areas of degeneration in the intestinal villi associated 
with tapeworm infestations and postulated that these infesta­
tions may be detrimental to grouse in the following ways: (1) 
nutritional fractions may be removed from intestinal contents,
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(2) the armed scolex may cause mechanical damage to the 
intestinal mucosa, and (3) large numbers of worms often 
occlude the intestine and may hinder the flow of chyme.
Since this study is to be continued, the following 
recommendations are suggested:
(1) An investigation of whether an individual female 
attends and is serviced on more than one dancing 
ground and the effect on the location of the 
initial and subsequent nests should be conducted.
(2) A second receiver is essential and would solve 
problems of interrupted contact due to receiver 
malfunction.
(3) The addition of a full-time assistant, approxi­
mately 50 man-days, is imperative in order to 
monitor a greater number of instrumented hens 
with broods, to recapture radio-equipped females 
for battery changes, and to assist in searching 
for and capturing non-instrumented hens with 
broods for attachment of transmitters. The 
later would be particularly valuable as re­
placements in the event that nest and early 
orood predation eliminated hens radio-equipped 
on dancing grounds and/or their broods.
(4) Tne entire transmitters, particularly if antennae 
are severely preened, should be replaced when 
birds are recaptured. This should eliminate the 
potential for loss of instrumented hens result­
ing from broken antennae.
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(5) Additional information concerning nest and 
brood predation should be collected in order 
to identify the predators involved.
(6) A trained bird dog should be acquired for use
in locating individual birds and non-instrumented 
hens with broods.
(7) The use of a portable canncn-net and throw nets 
in connection with brood location by dog would 
aid in obtaining additional information on brood 
movement, particularly when radio-equipped hens 
and their broods were lost to predation. In 
addition, a greater number of hens and their 
broods could be monitored, thus providing more 
meaningful data. This might reduce nest pre­
dation in that hens could be instrumented after 
the brood had left the nest, thus eliminating 
loci of possible predation.
(8) The use of a transmitter, lighter in weight 
than those used on hens, i.e. a woodcock 
transmitter, for instrumenting a member of a 
brood in the event that the non-instrumented 
hen could not be captured.
(9) Additional effort should be made to determine 
the effect of grazing on nest site selection by 
the female, and an attempt be made to control 
grazing at a level necessary for the development, 
maintenance, and preservation of habitat condi­
tions optimal for sharp-tailed grouse.
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